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Supercomputing '92: An opportunity to
work with colleagues

by Bill Buzbee

Over the past 18 months, a large portion of SCD has been involved with
Supercomputing '92, held last November in Minneapolis. (See the
Features section in this issue). This annual conference, sponsored by the
Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) and the Institute of
Electrical 'and Electronics (IEEE), serves as the "country fair and family
reunion" of high-speed computing; it is generally viewed as the foremost
event in the field. Supercomputing '92 set new attendance records in all
categories, and the technical program and industry exhibition were
outstanding. All this was made possible through the work of many
volunteers and the support of numerous organizations.

We in SCD appreciate the fact that NCAR encourages its employees to
participate in activities such as this, and we benefited from working
closely with so many of our colleagues from the computing community.
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New discoveries abound at Supercomputing '92

by Juli Rew

With the theme "Voyages of Discovery," the fifth
Supercomputing conference, Supercomputing '92,
drew almost 4,900 attendees from around the world to
Minneapolis November 16-20 to assess past, present,
and future roles of supercomputing in society and its
relationship to science and discovery.

Supercomputing '92 was sponsored by the Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) Computer
Society and the Association for Computing Machinery
(ACM). The annual conference is widely regarded as
the premier event for high-performance computing
technology.

Conference chair Bill Buzbee of NCAR kicked off the
gala opening reception in the Minneapolis Convention
Center exhibit hall, pointing out several new features
this year, including a heterogeneous computing
challenge using a state-of-the-art network called
SCinet, a virtual reality "cave" provided by the
National Center for Supercomputer Applications
(NCSA), and a historical exhibit covering super-
computing from its not-so-far-distant early days.

Keynote address

In the keynote address, Larry Smarr of NCSA said,
"There is virtually no field of science or engineering
that will be untouched by breakthrough advances in
supercomputing." He discussed how supercomputing
is enabling the solution of "grand challenge" problems
ranging from finding a vaccine for AIDS, to closing
the stratospheric ozone hole, to studying how the
universe came to be.

Smarr also predicted that conference attendees would
see a greater increase in supercomputer speed in the
next three years than has ever occurred in any three-
year period in history.

Technical program had something
for everybody

Lewis Holmes, editor of Computers in Physics
magazine, was impressed by the scope of the
Supercomputing '92 meeting. "There was an
excitement to it that I haven't experienced since
attending a 'Westcon' in the early days of
microprocessors. You got the feeling: 'This is
where it's happening'-and I guess more so with
Supercomputing than with the early micro shows."

Bill Buzbee, general chair of Supercomputing '92,
presided over opening ceremonies in the Minneapolis
Convention Center. (Photo by Roger Anderson.)
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He said this is because there was a convergence in
Minneapolis of the following:

* Leading-edge engineering (in, for example, the
panels on computational clusters and in the SCinet
experiment at the exhibition)

* Leading-edge science (for example, the applications
talks)

You got the feeling: "This is
where it's happening."

* Leading-edge technology (for example, the stands at
the exhibition)

* Vital business interests (for example, the awards
luncheon panel)

* Vital government interests (for example, the panel
on High Performance Computing and Communi-
cations)

"That's quite a combination for one event!" Lewis
remarked.

Debate also raged at the conference over which
computer language would be most appropriate for
programming the new supercomputing architectures.
A few highlights of SC '92 events are given below.

Leading-edge engineering: Clusters and
"big iron" square off

Computational clusters were a hot topic at the
conference. "Conventional supercomputers are
expensive," said Bill Buzbee. "A new alternative
teams up clusters of small but powerful workstations
via high-speed channels. This alternative offers the
tantalizing prospect of achieving supercomputer power
at a fraction of the cost." The battle for the future of
supercomputing is at the low end of the market, where
clusters are acting more like supercomputers than the
desktop machines they were designed to be.

In the panel on "Clusters vs. Big Iron-Which Will
Win?" moderator Patric Savage of Shell Development
Corporation said that the future is still uncertain.
Noting that demand for computing power always tends
to lead to larger systems, he said, "If clusters do well,
we're obviously going to see superclusters."

David Gelernter of Yale University was a supporter of
clusters. Yale physicists use a cluster of workstations
along with a program called "Piranha" that scavenges
unused computer cycles from the individual
workstations making up the cluster. According to
Gelernter, "Clusters have already won. Real
computing is going on in academia now, and
overwhelmingly on clusters." He noted that new
software for workstations gets to market and into the
hands of users much more swiftly than that for
supercomputers.

Panelist Eugene Brooks of Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory and author of Attack of the Killer
Micros, likened conventional supercomputers to
dinosaurs in the sense that they are big, long-lived,
and fast on vector problems. He said, "The killer
micros are definitely winning, and the dinosaurs are
giving ground." He noted that the test for what can be
called "big iron" (supercomputers) is shifting around.

Peter Gregory of Minnesota Supercomputer Center,
Inc., disagreed with these assessments. He said, "I
don't see workstations as being as effective on any but
scalar problems." Also: "Workstation performance is
growing, but so is that of big iron, so the gap is
remaining pretty constant so far." He said that,
collectively, it will cost a tremendous amount to get
clusters up to speed in terms of operating systems,
software, and so forth, with the resulting constant
turmoil for users. Meanwhile, supercomputers are still
required to do the large-scale computing tasks needed
for grand challenge science such as climate models
and bioengineering applications. There is danger of
losing the base of funding for supercomputers
everywhere. "We have all done an inadequate job of
selling the value of 'capability computing' to those
funding R&D, which was why the supercomputer
market has leveled off," he concluded.
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SCinet: The networked supercomputing
environment of the future

SCinet was designed to demonstrate how networked
supercomputers, other servers, and desktop work-
stations are being used to solve large-scale scientific
problems. It also gave researchers and exhibitors at the
conference the opportunity to demonstrate their latest
scientific and technical progress.

SCinet provided a networking environment similar to
that envisioned for the near future; its advanced
features are still only in limited or experimental use
today. SCinet offered a smorgasbord of alternatives for
transmitting data from one place to another, including:

* Local area networks: Over 10 miles of fiber and
copper cable linked the exhibit floor booths.

* Wide-area networks: SCinet used T3, a digital
carrier facility used to transmit a DS-3 formatted
signal at 45 million bits per second, for its
connection to the Internet.

* FDDI: Fiber Distributed Data Interface. Fiber optics
is the underlying medium for this emerging high-
speed networking standard, although twisted-pair
copper standards are also developing to allow low-
cost connections of hosts. The backbone of SCinet
was a FDDI ring capable of transferring data at 100
million bits per second. Several other FDDI rings
were also used during the exhibition.

* HIPPI: High Performance Parallel Interface. HIPPI
is a high-performance channel that is switchable
over short distances. New technology enables HIPPI
channels to be extended to remote nodes kilometers
away. "SCinet featured the largest HIPPI network
ever connected anywhere," said SCinet chairman
Dick Kachelmeyer of Network Systems Corporation.

By combining these technologies, SCinet provided the
highest bandwidth network ever assembled and used
between more than two computers at a time. This high
bandwidth enabled data to be sent at rates of nearly a
billion bits per second (0.8 gigabits per second) for
some of the Heterogeneous Challenge experiments
conducted during Supercomputing '92. Use of
transmission rates this high is referred to as "gigabit

networking." (See "SCinet '92: Test driving a network
superhighway" and "0th Heterogeneous Computing
Challenge: Fun and [sometimes too much] excite-
ment," in this issue.)

Leading-edge science: Medical applications

A major biomedical theme this year at Super-
computing '92 was computer-aided drug discovery,
which was addressed by a group of the top scientific
experts from the National Cancer Institute and major
pharmaceutical and biotechnology industrial groups in
the United States. These experts presented information
on leading-edge methods and applications pertaining
to the role and significance of computer-aided drug
discovery, and discussed the future potential of these
applications and technology in the pharmaceutical
and biotechnology industries. Each session included
presentations of new methods to improve molecular
analysis and computational applications. (See "Drug
design by supercomputer: Experts discuss recent
developments at Supercomputing '92," in this
issue.)

Computer language battles: Fortran
vs. the others

Attendees debated the ability of various computer
languages to keep pace with parallel computing.
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One of the first high-level languages was Fortran
(which stands for Formula Translation language). Due
to Fortran's loyal following in the scientific and
engineering world, and in spite of its oft-predicted
demise, much effort has been expended to update it
regularly. Typically, a new standard incorporating the
latest features is issued every decade or so; the latest
version is Fortran 90. A panel of Fortran advocates at
Supercomputing '92 moderated by Cherri Pancake
(Oregon State University) debated which track Fortran
should take in the future.

"If clusters do well, we're
obviously going to see
superclusters."

Pancake noted that currently Fortran 90 lacks many
features that would make it a good language for doing
parallel computing. It needs the ability to pass
messages from one processor to another, the ability to
share code among processors, and libraries of much
faster routines to perform specialized calculations.

Jerry Wagener (Amoco) worked on the American
National Standards Institute (ANSI) X3J3 committee
that developed the Fortran 90 standard. He advocated
keeping Fortran as a good general-purpose language.
Bruce Leasure (Kuck & Associates) is working on a
new standard for Fortran called X3H5, which evolved
from the Parallel Computing Forum. He advocated
including bindings to other languages to allow
programmers to take advantage of their special
strengths. Guy Steele (Thinking Machines Cor-
poration) works on an informal movement known as
the High Performance Fortran Forum (HPFF). Their
variation of Fortran has evolved from the parallel
version of Fortran called Fortran D. He advocated
tailoring Fortran to maximize patterns of data flow and
storage commonto parallel computing.

Two panelists, Joe Williamson (Convex) and Hans
Zima (University of Vienna), advocated a combination
of the standards mentioned above or a selected subset
of features, respectively.

An informal poll of the audience of Fortran users at
Supercomputing '92 revealed the majority leaning
toward the features offered by the HPFF.

Supercomputing '92 chair Bill Buzbee (NCAR) said,
"Millions of lines of Fortran code exist. In order to be
able to take advantage of the billions of dollars
already invested, it is important that more capability
for parallel computing be incorporated into future
Fortran standards." (For more information on High
Performance Fortran for parallel computing, see
"Behind the scenes with High Performance Fortran:
Some history," in this issue.)

Which language is most "politically correct?"

In a related panel on languages for parallel computing
led by K. Stuart Smith (Scientific and Engineering
Software), fans of different languages got up to testify
on behalf of their favorite candidates. Other languages
besides Fortran offer features such as data structures in
addition to arrays, higher levels of abstraction (making
it easier for the programmer to avoid the details of
the machine implementation), and more intrinsic
capability for parallel computing.

Examples of languages offering natural parallel
computing constructs include object-oriented and
functional languages such as C++ and Lisp, languages
that allow parallel tasks such as Ada, and data flow
languages such as AVS. Each has developed variants
that are being used experimentally on the new parallel
computers.

To be ultimately successful, all of these languages
must offer the basic ability to let the programmer or
compiler talk to the processors at a low enough level
to take the best advantage of a given machine's
particular hardware architecture.

Education program: Preparing for the future

A new addition to Supercomputing this year was a
special teacher-training workshop for high school
teachers. The two-day program provided an
introduction to high-performance computing and how
it can be a part of the middle and high school
curriculum. Wednesday, November 18, was High
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School Day, in which interested high school students
were given an opportunity to visit the Minneapolis
Convention Center exhibit hall and see first-hand what
was going on in high-performance computing. (See
"Teachers learn about high-performance computing at
SC '92" and "Supercomputing '92 hosts High School
Day," in this issue)

In addition, there were two workshops at Supercom-
puting '92 devoted to education and supercomputing:
"Conducting a High School Supercomputing
Program-What Works and What Doesn't," led
by Margo Berg of MJB Consulting Office for the
Cray Research Foundation, and "Exemplars of
Undergraduate Supercomputing Research and
Education Experiences," led by Robert Panoff, North
Carolina Supercomputing Center and NCSA.

Awards recognize supercomputing advances

The Gordon Bell Prize was established over five years
ago to reward practical use of parallel processors by
giving monetary prizes for the best performance
improvement in an application. Finalists for the
Gordon Bell Prize gave talks on their efforts to push
the computational edge. The five prize lectures were
as follows: (1) Tom Cwik and Jean Patterson (both of
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory) and David Scott (Intel
Corporation) on "Electromagnetic Scattering Calcu-
lations on the Intel Touchstone Delta"; (2) Anton
Gunzinger, Urs Muller, Walter
Scott, Bernhard Baumle, Peter
Kohler, Florian Muller-Plathe,
Wilfred van Gunsteren, and Walter
Gugenbuhl (all of the Swiss
Federal Institute of Technology)
on "Achieving Supercomputer l, T

Performance with a DSP Array
Processor"; (3) Mark Jones and
Paul Plassman (Argonne National
Laboratory) on "Solution of Large,
Sparse Systems of Linear
Equations in Massively Parallel
Applications"; (4) Hisao Nakanishi
and Vernon Rego (both of Purdue
University) and Vaidy Sunderam
(Emory University) on "Supercon- The e-mail roon
current Network Computations attendees. (Phol

with EcliPSe"; and (5) Michael Warren (Los Alamos
National Laboratory) and John Salmon (California
Institute of Technology) on "Astrophysical N-Body
Simulations Using Hierarchical Tree Data Structures."

The Forefronts of Large-Scale Computation Award is
an annual award presented to an individual or team
making a significant contribution to computational
science through the applications of interdisciplinary
techniques to solve an important scientific problem.
The Forefronts winner this year was Frederick
Hausheer, M.D., of BioNumerik Pharmaceuticals, for
use of supercomputers for numerical simulation and
design of novel pharmaceutical agents for cancer
treatment.

Dovetailing government and industry interests

Several panel discussions were devoted to
government-industry research and development
partnering to facilitate U.S. industrial competitiveness.
Two of these panels also emphasized the High
Performance Computing and Communications (HPCC)
program, which is bringing together the cooperative
efforts of many government agencies. This program
aims to accelerate significantly the availability and use
of the next generation of high-performance computers
and networks. The HPCC is driven by the recognition
that unprecedented computational power and
capability, along with new and innovative algorithms

n provided easy access to the Internet for conference
to by Roger Anderson.)
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and software, are needed to investigate some of
today's most daunting grand challenge problems, such
as environmental pollution, fatal diseases like AIDS,
energy conservation, and climate prediction. Current
goals of the HPCC include:

* Introducing a new generation of scalable, parallel,
high-performance computers and software
technologies to achieve performance of one trillion
computer calculations per second-a thousand times
faster than systems in use today-on grand
challenge problems

* Developing a National Research and Education
Network (NREN) connecting thousands of
universities, high schools, research laboratories, and
businesses at speeds of up to a billion bits per
second

* Educating a cadre of scientists, engineers, and
technical personnel prepared to take advantage of
these new capabilities

Several panelists discussed the benefits of recent
efforts to refocus on broad cooperative government-
industry partnerships, for example, the Department of
Energy Computer Industry Cooperative Research and
Development Agreements (CRADAs). CRADAs have
the dual advantages of preserving the unique scientific
roles of the major government laboratories while
speeding up the transfer of the technology to private
industry to enhance U.S. economic and industrial
competitiveness.

At a panel following the awards luncheon, John
Rollwagen of Cray Research, Woody Kerkeslager of
AT&T, and John Armstrong of IBM discussed
recommendations on the High Performance Computing
and Communications Program made by the Computer
Systems Policy Project (CSPP). The CSPP is an
affiliation of chief executive officers of several
American computing companies that develop, build,
and market information processing systems and related
software and services. It was formed to provide the
CEOs with a forum to advocate public policy positions
on trade and technology issues critical to the computer
industry and the United States. The CSPP report
recommended expanding the vision of the HPCC
initiative to include research on generic, enabling

technologies to solve a wider range of grand
challenges; establishing a communications policy
infrastructure; improving the management and
governance of the HPCC programs and increasing
opportunities for industry participation; and a
reordering of budget priorities to achieve a more
balanced program.

Rollwagen praised the "unprecedented cooperation
between the computer industry and the nine HPCC
government agencies" and described CSPP support for
several demonstration projects. He looks forward to
the day when communications facilities for the public
would be as common and accessible as the telephone
is today.

Industry and research exhibits

Ninety-eight Supercomputing '92 industry and
research exhibits occupied 25% more net square feet
than in 1991. For Supercomputing '93, 80% of the
planned 125,000 square feet is already committed.

SCD staff contributions helped ensure a
successful conference

Several SCD staff played key roles in Supercomputing
'92. Bill Buzbee served as conference chair, Ginger
Caldwell was education and student chair, Karen
Friedman was registration and liaison chair, and Susan
Cross was publicity chair. Joe Choy, Lee Carter,
Susan Smith, Juli Rew, and other SCD staff assisted
during the conference. SCD sponsored a research
exhibit on NCAR Graphics. In addition, several
SCD staff participated on panels or gave poster
presentations at the conference.

"As supercomputing power, affordability, and
accessibility continue to change dramatically, more
people will find the technology available to them,"
said Bill Buzbee. "As entrenched supercomputer users,
it's exciting for us to be players in one of the world's
most dynamic industries."

Conference proceedings are available from the IEEE
Computer Society by calling (800) 272-6657 or (714)
821-8380 in California.

Juli Rew is head of the Documentation Group in the SCD
User Services Section.
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Drug design by supercomputer: Experts discuss recent
developments at Supercomputing '92

by Karinne W. Gordon

To improve the quality of pharmacological manage-
ment of medical diseases in the United States,
advances in numerical simulation algorithms and
hardware technology are critical. Supercomputing has
become the mainstay of computational drug design for
a number of reasons:

1. Only massively parallel supercomputing can
supply the processing power required to solve the
sophisticated problems associated with developing
pharmaceuticals.

2. The scientific field of drug design is constantly
increasing the number of experimental datasets,
which require the power and speed of parallel
processing.

3. Standard parallel algorithms are continuously
being developed and improved to increase their
accuracy and therefore, ability to predict molecular
structures.

One goal is to correlate computational results with
experimental results (the "gold standard") so that
computational tools can be used to predict molecular
structures and interactions of inhibitors and bio-
molecules.

A major biomedical theme at Supercomputing '92 was
computer-aided drug discovery, which was addressed
by a group of the top scientific experts from the
National Cancer Institute and major pharmaceutical
and biotechnology industrial groups in the United
States. These experts presented information on
leading-edge methods and applications pertaining to
the role and significance of computer-aided drug
discovery, and discussed the future potential of these

applications and technologies in the pharmaceutical
and biotechnology industries. Each session included
presentations of new methods to improve molecular
analysis and computational applications. A variety of
therapeutic areas being addressed by computational
methods were discussed in three sessions:

* Medical I-Drug Design by Supercomputers:
Computational Chemistry

* Medical II-Drug Design by Supercomputers:
Biomedical Crystallography

* Medical III-New Visions in Targeted Drug Design:
X-Ray and NMR Spectroscopy

Karinne Gordon is a technical writer at Sandia National
Laboratories, Livermore, California.
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SCinet '92: Test driving a network superhighway

by Juli Rew

When the vendors at Supercomputing '92 said they
could loan some equipment for the networking
demonstration (SCinet '92), they weren't kidding.
They rose admirably to the challenge of linking state-
of-the-art equipment in a heterogeneous environment
to give conference attendees a feel for how the
networked supercomputing environment of the future
will look. They also achieved a remarkable number

John Renwick begins laying HIPPI cable between the
Cray Research and SCinet booths at Supercomputing
'92. (Photo by Juli Rew.)

of "firsts" and "longests" in the world of high-
speed networking.

SCinet was used to connect the 98 vendor and
research exhibits on the Minneapolis Convention
Center exhibit hall floor to each other and to the
outside world via the Internet. It was also used for the
Heterogeneous Computing Challenge, a real-time
demonstration of the use of high-speed networking in
a truly distributed environment that mixed work-
stations, clusters, mainframes, and supercomputers.
(See "0th Heterogeneous Computing Challenge: Fun
and [sometimes too much] excitement," in this issue.)
This was to be the first formal demonstration of what
the network could really do.

Planning for SCinet had begun immediately following
the success of the gigabit network pioneered at
Supercomputing '91 in Albuquerque. SCinet co-chairs
Dick Kachelmeyer (Network Systems Corporation
[NSC]) and Michael Vahle (Sandia National
Laboratory) took on the enormous chore of making
SCinet come together successfully. They worked
closely with Jeff Wabik of the Minnesota Super-
computer Center, Inc. (MSCI) and Dana Dawson of
Cray Research to plan the overall network architecture
and solicit equipment donations after consulting with
potential participants about their requirements. With
Bill Oelhafen of Cray Research, they also planned
for an equipment "burn-in" (test) in advance of the
conference to assure that it all would work as
envisioned. (See "SCinet '92 contributors," sidebar,
for a list of the vendors and supercomputing insti-
tutions who contributed to SCinet.)

What exactly was SCinet?

SCinet was a unique example of the cooperation
and networking envisioned in the National Research
and Education Network (NREN). NREN is part
of the federal High Performance Computing and
Communications (HPCC) initiative aimed at building
the infrastructure and technical know-how necessary
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to provide high-speed networking throughout the
United States.agest lon....... gest, fastest: U a

.acts. about Sinet '92 The backbone of SCinet was a Fiber Distributed Data
Interface (FDDI) ring that operated at 100 megabits

iL rgest HiPiPIi network in the world, per second. All communication took place through this
inci ding the large st HIPPI switch ever backbone. The backbone was connected to a High
coig ud Performance Parallel Interface (HIPPI) network, the

Internet, an Ethernet local area network, three more
* First multivendor (over 20 vendors) HIPPI FDDIs, and facilities at MSCI and the Army High

network with gigabit applications Performance Computing Research Center. It is
interoperating over TCP/I~nP and P3 interesting to note how much equipment went into

SCinet (see "Largest, longest, fastest: Facts about
* Longest (ne!arly 30 miles) serial HIPPI SCinet '92," sidebar). Figure 1 (p. 14) shows the

..... :....connection ever made. .. Implemented over overall network architecture designed by Jeff Wabik
USWest 1.2-gigabit optic fiber service and Dana Dawson.

assing .:.......ou..:ough sixdiferentcentral oce

with a loss of only 22 decibels From the show floor, exhibitors accessed SCinet via
Ethernet, HIPPI, and/or FDDI. Ethernet cables went to

::.* The longest, fastest (with customer DS3 10BaseT hubs (concentrators) provided by SynOptics
access) SMDSATM private network in the .. Communications. Routers for the FDDI and the

world with audio, videi, and TCP/IP data Ethernet were located in the SCinet booth.
applications

Going the HIPPI route
...:.* .::Over 100 gigabits of bandwidth available on

the show floor The HIPPI network, which consisted of two HIPPI
routers and three HIPPI switches provided by NSC,

* $2 million of donated equipment in SCinet connected supercomputers at MSCI and Cray Research
'92 with the FDDI backbone at the Conventionp P ...with the FDDI backbone at the Convention Center.

HIPPI was the primary means of achieving near-
* 40 HIPPI connections gigabit (800 megabits/second) networking speeds.

* Three miles of HIPPI cable Broadband Communications Products (BCP) provided
the HIPPI extender equipment necessary to serialize

* t miles of fiber and copper cable (through the signal from the HIPPI cables to be sent over optic
the catw l and ceiling), including 2 miles . fiber to Cray Research, 28 miles away. This was the
of siiiiiiinii. . . ..gl.e-mode ifi ber.... iii; iiiiiiiiii-i iii ;i il longest demonstration of serial HIPPI ever conducted.

NSC also showed a new 50-meter HIPPI cable (twice
* Five HIPPI switches in the exhibit hall the maximum length allowed under the HIPPI-PH

standard). John Renwick (formerly of Cray Research,
* .............irst HIPPI-FDDI interconnection now with NetStar) reported, "These cables may have

exceeded the HIPPI-PH skew tolerance by a few
* 20 drops on four FDDI rings nanoseconds, but if they did, we saw no problems

from it. We needed these lengths to span the lengths
* 75 Ethernet drops and 10 Ethernet subnets between the six vendors' booths who used HIPPI."

Renwick proposed that, now that HIPPI has been
demonstrated with real-world applications and is no
longer in the experimental phase, next year's SCinet
should consider adding one of the emerging
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networking technologies, such as FCS (Fiber Channel
Standard) or ATM/SONET (Asynchronous Transfer
Mode/Synchronous Optical Network).

Reaching out: US West provides gigabit
networking service

US West Communications pushed the frontiers of
high-speed networking by donating high-speed local
and interstate services to the SCinet network. Kareta
Johnson (US West, Albuquerque) and Mark Wilcop
(US West, Denver) worked to provide DS-3 (45
megabits per second) network service from Sandia
National Laboratory to AT&T in Albuquerque. AT&T
then provided the interlata (interstate) T3 line to
Minnesota. From there, US West provided the local
T3 link from Minneapolis to the Minneapolis
Convention Center.

"This link was the longest distance implementation of
the new Switched Multimegabit Data Service (SMDS)
ever established," Johnson noted. She added that US
West also provided two DS-1 (1.45 megabits per
second) links from the Minnesota Supercomputer
Center to the Convention Center and one DS-1 line
from Cray Research Headquarters in Eagan,
Minnesota, as well as optical fiber from each location.
These fiber lines were used for serializing and
extending the HIPPI network outside of the
Convention Center.

Building SCinet: A chronology

Some say creating the earth took seven days. If you
don't count the equipment burn-in, SCinet only took
four days.

At 08:00 on Thursday, November 12, Exhibit Hall 1
of the Minneapolis Convention Center was 100,000
feet of empty space, overarched by a vast dome laced
with rings of catwalks. The sound of revving forklifts
reverberated across the hall and a chilly Minnesota
breeze blew in as trucks unloaded into the cargo bay.
Men scurried around with tape measures, laying the
boundaries for what were to become the exhibit booths
for Supercomputing '92 researchers and vendors. Most
of the booths would be set up the coming weekend,
but work on the SCinet booth Was already under way.

The keystone of the SCinet booth went in first,
establishment of a POP (point of presence). The POP
is the location where communications usually come
into the building. For the Convention Center, that was
underground and far from the exhibit hall floor. To
avoid the messy job of connecting nearly a hundred
booths via cables to the basement, US West staff had
been working by special arrangement for several days
to bring a POP to the exhibit hall floor itself. The
work was a lot like establishing a military beachhead;
the POP was gradually moved and tested at frequent
intervals.

Next came getting high-speed lines to the outside
world. Kareta Johnson and Bill Kimberly of US West
helped provide a T3 (45 megabits per second) line to
the Sandia National Laboratory in Albuquerque to
enable experiments with remote networking. This link
reached the Internet via MCI, the long-distance carrier
located in Chicago. From there, Advanced Network &
Services (ANS) provided the link to the NSFNET
(National Science Foundation Network) backbone. Ed
Lynn of US West installed the multiplexer and did
troubleshooting of the bugs and of the 1.2-megabit
link to the Cray booth on the Convention floor.

A while back, SCinet planners had come up with an
efficient method for providing Ethernet connectivity
to all the booths on the convention floor. Using
concentrators supplied by SynOptics Communications,
they would bundle Ethernet cables at regular locations
and drop them to the exhibit hall floor. Cables would
then be networked via the FDDI backbone ring to
Ethernet concentrators located in the SCinet booth.
Vendor and research booths could pull off one of the
wires to obtain Ethernet connectivity. The bulk of the
Ethernet cables for SCinet used 10BaseT technology.
Wiring for the convention was done by Dell Comm.

Work began to lug the concentrators up the steep
stairs of the catwalks. MSCI's Jeff Wabik provided
chief muscle power, along with NCAR's Joe Choy.
Jeff's a body builder who usually consumes 6,000
calories a day. He had to have an extra bag of
bagels that day. Frank Bielecki of Sandia National
Laboratories, Livermore, quipped, "We're also going
to have bungee jumping from the catwalks."
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Figure 1. SCinet '92 network architecture

During the day, progress came in spurts. Said SCinet
chairman Dick Kachelmeyer (NSC), "It's hurry up and
wait, kind of like a square-wave signal." As box after
box of networking equipment was unpacked Thursday
afternoon, he noted that it would be a big job to pack
it all back up when Supercomputing '92 ended. And
they'd already unpacked and repacked it all once
before for the burn-in at Cray ...

Men arrived to lay some carpet to dress up the booth a
bit. Static electricity from this carpet immediately
became a problem, probably caused by the dry, heated
air in the Convention Center. Dick Kachelmeyer
arranged with the conference center electricians to
ground as much of the equipment as possible. Mean-
while, the MSCI crew and Connie Peterman, the
volunteer student assistant from Michigan Tech-
nological University (Chassell, Michigan), took turns
going out for antistatic spray and fabric softener,
which they liberally applied to the carpet. Expeditions
left regularly to get more Ethernet connectors and
bagels.

Once the T3 connection was established, Jonathan
Miller and Craig Owen of ANS began testing whether
the connections were working properly using ENSS

(Extended Nodal Switching Subsystem). Testing
involved "talking" to the CNSS (Core Nodal
Switching Subsystem) at Argonne National Laboratory
in Chicago. From here, the link was made to the
Internet and the NSFNET backbone.

Would having 98 exhibits be a drain on even a
powerful network like this? Jeff Wabik said, "We've
got plenty of horsepower. Even supercomputers
shouldn't overtax this network."

Friday was HIPPI day. The goal was to achieve
getting TCP/IP interoperability over High Performance
Parallel Interface (HIPPI) technology. HIPPI
represented by far the largest proportion of the
bandwidth for the SCinet network. (All of the FDDI
and Ethernets put together had only a minuscule
fraction of the 100-gigabit total SCinet bandwidth.)
The crew over at the Cray booth were the first to get
going with their HIPPI connection to SCinet on the
show floor. John Renwick was Cray's HIPPI expert,
known to many as "Mr. HIPPI." Wearing coils of
heavy cable on each shoulder, he explained that inside
each HIPPI cable is 64 strands of copper wire.
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Soon, ribbons of thick black cable began snaking
around the exhibit hall floor, forging a superhighway
to the HIPPI router in the SCinet booth. Unlike the
Ethernet and FDDI wires, which were being dropped
from the dome above, HIPPI was the only cabling that
would be on the conference floor. "Speedbumps" were
installed across aisles to protect the cable from the
anticipated 4,000+ Supercomputing '92 visitors who
would be racing around the exhibits.

The previous night, Cray Research had achieved a
HIPPI connection to its headquarters in Eagan,
Minnesota, 28 miles away using HIPPI extenders
supplied by BCP. Normally, HIPPI cables can only
reach 25 meters. NSC found a vendor who was willing
to build a 50-meter cable that nearly achieved the 25-
meter HIPPI specifications. To achieve distances of
miles, the information from the HIPPI cable was
serialized and sent out via optical fiber on one of the
lines supplied for SCinet by US West. Jim Toy of
BCP announced proudly that the HIPPI connection to
Eagan was "the longest nonrepeater HIPPI link ever
made."

On Saturday, Mike Spengler of MSCI reported that
the HIPPI router provided by NSC was now connected
to the backbone HIPPI ring. Mike McGowen of
Essential Communications set up software his
company had donated for analyzing the HIPPI
network. Shortly afterward, HIPPI cable started going
in to the NSC booth, located on the exhibit hall floor.
Other aspects of the network began to shape up nicely.
The AT&T link to Sandia-Albuquerque came up.
Mike Vahle said it was another "first," declaring it the
"longest, fastest SMDS ATM network in the known
world." That afternoon, Dana Dawson convened the
first of daily network status meetings. To indicate the
status of the network, the group decided to use
"smiley" and "frowny" faces on a flip chart.

By Sunday, many exhibitors began to arrive at the
Convention Center. As they set up their booths, some
came up to the SCinet booth to report trouble hooking
up to the network. Others had had good connectivity
Saturday night, but not this morning. Craig Owen
of ANS arrived and started typing furiously to find
out what was going wrong with the Internet
connection.

We asked about network problems users had been
experiencing so far. Jeff Wabik said, "We've had
some problems, not all of which are our fault. We are
doing troubleshooting now, handling trouble reports as
they come. Some problems may be due to our
disconnecting things occasionally to swap in some
hardware. The real test is when everyone starts using
it. I think success is imminent-it's just a question of
how imminent."

The SCinet booth virtually bristled with Ethernet
cables. Jeff Sult of SynOptics began troubleshooting
the network. He explained that sometimes users
accidentally send bad packets over the network, which
can degrade its performance considerably. "Then we
just hope it's not one of our interfaces," Jeff said.

Finally, it was showtime, as the exhibit hall closed
in preparation for the gala opening event of
Supercomputing '92. Four days and a lot of cable
had passed under the bridge. Dick Kachelmeyer
donned a tuxedo and stepped into the spotlight to give
visiting press a tour of SCinet.

Keeping in touch: E-mail room
proves popular

Although not part of SCinet, the e-mail facilities
provided to Supercomputing '92 participants were a
boon, enabling them to keep in touch with their home
bases. Digital Equipment Corporation provided 10
workstations and 40 ASCII terminals for e-mail use.
John Weaver of MSCI helped connect the e-mail
facilities to the Internet.

Some SCinet "factoids"

On Monday, November 16, over 94.3 gigabits were
served to the show floor via Ethernet and FDDI. On
Tuesday, that number jumped to over 154 gigabits.
Total Ethernet and FDDI for Monday through
Wednesday was 448 gigabytes. Total HIPPI traffic for
Monday through Wednesday was 3.333 terabytes. The
network status throughout: smiley face.

Juli Rew is head of the Documentation
Group in the SCD User Services Section.
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The 0th Heterogeneous Computing Challenge:
Fun and (sometimes too much) excitement

by Juli Rew

As part of Supercomputing '92 in Minneapolis in
November, a "Heterogeneous Computing Challenge"
pitted five teams of investigators against each other to
see who had the most innovative demonstration of
how high-performance computers of differing
architectures could be linked to each other.

The challenge pitted five
teams of investigators against
each other.

SC '92 deputy program chair Dona Crawford (Sandia
National Laboratories, Livermore) organized the
challenge and selected participants from submitted
proposals. In preparation for the challenge, Joe Choy
(NCAR) contacted each of the challengers about what
systems they wished to use, both locally in Minnesota
and remotely. He then put the challengers in touch

Dona Crawford (center) meets with judges for the Heteroger
Computing Challenge at SC '92. (Photo by Juli Rew.)

with the contributing vendors who could provide the
requested computing resources.

All of the experiments were linked to the SCinet '92
network over a gigabit network. High-speed links
between computers on the floor of the Minneapolis
Convention Center and remote computers enabled
scientists to access programs and applications on their
home systems if necessary.

Crawford noted that all of the experiments operated
in a distributed environment, which allows a given
job to be executed on several different machines
communicating partial results among themselves,
sharing in different facets of calculations, and jointly
assembling a final result for output. Some operated in
a parallel processing environment (in which multiple
processors cooperated on the same problem but each
worked on a different portion of the data space).

Judges for the challenge were: Bill Buzbee (NCAR),
Joan Francioni (University of Southwest Louisiana),

Gary Montry (Southeast Software,
Albuquerque), Bill Boaz (Ultra),
Ray Cline (Sandia National
Laboratories), and Sam Milosevich
(Eli Lilly). Each experiment team
was given 20-30 minutes to
demonstrate their applications to
the panel of judges.

Challenge winners announced at
the Supercomputing '92 awards
luncheon were:

1. Best Interactive System-
Lawrence Berkeley
Laboratory/Pittsburgh
Supercomputing Center team.
Application: Magnetic
resonance imaging of the

ieous brain. This featured the best
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use of the NSFNET backbone and the best user
interface, according to the judges. Judges also
called this the "brainiest" presentation, since it
involved simulation of brain patterns.

2. Best Application-Argonne National Laboratories
and Florida State University team. Application:
Molecular dynamics. This was the first
demonstration of distributed computing over a
fiber channel and was the most oft-postponed
experiment as the team scrambled to get prototype
hardware and software working. The experiment
demonstrated a dynamic load-balancing algorithm.
Also judged the "Most homogeneous of the
heterogeneous," because it ran only on IBM
workstations.

3. Best Heterogeneous Distribution-Oak Ridge
National Laboratory/University of Tennessee/
Carnegie Mellon University/Emory University
team. Application: LAPACK calculations managed
using PVM (Parallel Virtual Machine), a widely
available distributed computing package. This
featured a pretty Mandelbrot visualization. It used
platforms ranging from laptops and workstations
to Crays and gave a demonstration of relative
machine precision.

4. Best Geographic Distribution-Sandia National
Laboratories team. Application: Mandelbrot
calculation. This featured the widest geography
(using machines in New Mexico, California, and
Minnesota), good instrumentation for comparing
machine performance and network efficiency, and
"the largest number of killer micros."

5. Best of Challenge-University of Minnesota/Army
High Performance Computing Research Center/
Minnesota Supercomputer Center, Inc. (MSCI).
Application: Geophysical thermal convection.
Judges felt this best demonstrated all aspects of
the network capabilities, including heterogeneous
architectures, remote computing (to MSCI), high-
speed computation using supercomputers,
excellent feedback to users (sound effects and
visualizations), and a real-world scientific
application.

"Brainiest" presentation: A team from
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory and Pittsburgh
Supercomputing Center used the network to
examine a magnetic resonance image of the
brain. (Image courtesy of David Robertson,
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory.)

Crawford also gave "honorable mention" to the SCinet
team, led by Dick Kachelmeyer (Network Systems
Corporation), who built the network that made the
challenge demonstrations possible.

Juli Rew is head of the Documentation Group in the SCD
User Services Section.
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Teachers learn about high-performance
computing at SC '92

by Juli Rew and Donald C. Aston

Supercomputing '92 sponsored several programs for
teachers and high school students, including a series of
workshops for high school teachers. The workshops
introduced teachers to high-performance computing
and showed how it can be a part of the middle and
high school curriculum.

The teachers were a hard-working lot, and faced with
assimilating a huge amount of material at seven
workshops, pitched in with keen enthusiasm. Two of
the workshops (see "NESP ray tracing" and "NESP
climate modeling," below) concerned applications that
had been developed for use on the National Education
Supercomputer (NES), a supercomputer dedicated to
helping America's teachers motivate and educate the
nation's students in math and science. The NES is a
CRAY X-MP/18 donated by Cray Research and is
located at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
(LLNL). Scientists at LLNL share their expertise
by providing applications and advice to teachers

During breaks, teachers could visit high school demonstrati
and talk with representatives of supercomputing education I
across the United States. (Photo by Juli Rew.)

The teachers were a hard-
working lot, faced with
assimilating a huge amount
of material.

(who in turn can enhance their curricula) through the
NES Program (NESP).

NESP ray tracing

Brian Lindow of LLNL described a program that
could be used on either Macintoshes or IBM PS/2
platforms to prepare ray tracing jobs to run on the
NES.

Ray tracing is an advanced
computer graphics technique that
allows creation of more realistic-
looking images. It involves
simulating a light source to shine
on the object in the image. The
user can specify whether the light
will reflect off the object, be
absorbed by it, or create shadows
or different colors.

Lindow developed an application
called Wireman. Wireman creates
standard three-dimensional objects
using a wire frame outline. A
library of ray tracing routines
called Mesa (written by Peter
Waterburg of Sandia National
Laboratories, Albuquerque) can
then be applied to add lighting

ons and posters effects. Once the job is prepared,
programs from users submit it to the Cray for

either a single image or a sequence
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of images for an animation. The user can interactively
"move" around the object to see it from different
angles. The Cray then recreates a new appearance of
the image. it possible

Lindow helped the teachers get experience using The high school program was made possible
Wireman during the laboratory session. by the donations o many hour volunteer

time, facilities, and equipment. Classroom
NESP climate modeling facilities and network assistance for this

program were provided by the Minnesota
Lindow also demonstrated another application called Supercomputer Center, Inc. (MSCI) and the
CliMoMan that allows students to try out a real Army High Performance Computing Research
climate model using Macintoshes or PCs networked Center in Minneapolis. IBM Corporation
to the NES. (Minneapolis and Rocky Mountain trading

areas) donated equipment for the program.
Lindow explained that climate models are designed to Apple donated short-term softare licenses for
look at the weather over a long period of time. They MacTCP. Financial assistance was provided
are based on fundamental laws of physics and consist by the Cray Research Foundation, the National
of a set of partial differential equations that are solved Science Foundation, the Defense Advanced
numerically on supercomputers. The solution Research Projects Agency. and the Shodor
technique requires that the global atmosphere be Foundation. These donations enabled Super-
divided into thousands of box-shaped horizontal and computing '92 to defray the travel costs of
vertical elements to cover the earth's surface and teachers needing financial assistance. The
atmosphere. Educati Program Advisory Committee (see

p. 20) organized the program.
CliMoMan gives an introduction to climate modeling
and describes how the user can change the features of Ginger Caidwell (NCAR) chaired the
the Oregon State University climate model. Some of Education Program and coordaiinated the
the parameters that can be set using CliMoMan student volunteer program for SC '92. Susan
include the solar constant, earth orbit, gravitational Smith coordinated the computer labs. She and
constant, rotation time, earth surface features Lee Carter (also of NCAR) set up the network
(including sea-surface temperatures), and atmospheric of personal computers, installed software the
features such as evaporation and ozone. teachers used during the worhops,, and

provided support to lab participants. Five

student volunteers took turns helping with

'The point isn't using the i uipment setup, teardown, and software
:installation. A connection to the Internet,<:

computer. It's that kids seecomputer. It's that kids see enabled the teachers to use the National

for themselves what's Education Supercomputer at the National

happening." use Archie, WAISi .i, Gopher, and so forth. iii iiiiii i iii

Lindow helped the high school teachers experiment Studying chemical reactions with
with these features to see what effects a long-term computational methods
change of that sort might have on the climate. They
then used CliMoMan to prepare a model run on the Barry Rowe and a team of three other teachers from
NES Cray computer and produce a movie of the the Urbana-Champaign area described their work with
results.
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Igor Livshits and Todd Veltman of the National
Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA) to
use software called ChemViz to teach chemistry to
their advanced high school chemistry students.

Livshits and Veltman developed a public domain
interface program for the Macintosh called Boogie
that makes it easier to create the necessary files to
run a visualization of a given chemical on the Cray
supercomputer. The visualization software running
on the NCSA Cray is called DISCO. ChemViz can
be used to create visualizations of chemical reactions.

The Illinois teachers have created a 4-6 week module
for their second-year high school chemistry students to
teach chemical bonding. They demonstrated an
animation of the bonding of two hydrogen atoms as an
example. The animation clearly showed the
deformation occurring in the two atoms immediately
prior to the bonding process. The teachers plan to
create an interface to a public domain Macintosh
program called MacMolecule, which can be sent to the
Cray.

Livshits noted that what makes the ChemViz
experience unique is that these programs, while of
research grade, are also appropriate for high school
students. Rowe said, "The point is not using the
computer. It's that the kids can see for themselves
what is happening." He and Rowe handed out a
"recipe" for making a two-dimensional visualization to
the teachers attending the education workshop.

An interactive introduction to the Internet

Robert Panoff of the North Carolina Supercomputing
Center and NCSA demonstrated for teachers how to
access information on the Internet using the public
domain software Gopher, Fetch, File Transfer Protocol
(FTP), and NCSA Telnet, and the UNIX finger and
rn commands. In addition, he provided Internet
addresses of many of the popular sites that allow
access via anonymous FTP.

The Internet is a good way
for teachers to introduce
their students to the
principles of networking.

Panoff stressed that there is a wealth of information
available on the Internet, saying that the Internet is
" ... a tool that you need to get ready for." But he
also cautioned teachers, saying, "Just because you can
get it [the information] doesn't mean that you should."
Teachers may need to restrict the information to which
their students have access.
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Using the Internet is a good way for teachers to
introduce their students to the principles of net-
working. Students should find it fun and fascinating
to access computers throughout the world via the
Internet.

Thinking parallel-An introduction to parallel
computing education in K-12

Panoff also presented novel ways to illustrate the basic
concepts of parallel processing. He stressed how
parallel processing is a function of the computer
architecture, the algorithm, and the problem, saying

that "it is important to think about problems in parallel
terms. The architecture and software won't do it all."

Using examples that every teacher is familiar with,
such as grading exams, as well as a few not-so-
obvious rope tricks, Panoff demonstrated how teachers
can illustrate parallel processing concepts such as
SIMD (single instruction multiple data) and MIMD
(multiple instruction multiple data), and nearest-
neighbor interprocessor communication in a way that
will both instruct and entertain their high school
students. The teachers were definitely entertained,
showing great fascination with the creative ways
Panoff illustrated the principles.
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A hands-on visualization lab

No longer is computer graphics an esoteric pursuit of
a few creative minds-it shows up daily in television,
motion pictures, and advertising. According to David
Zachman of Colorado State University, being com-
puter literate now means being graphics literate as
well.

Zachman's visualization lab gave teachers hands-
on experience using the NCSA public domain
visualization packages Image, PalEdit, and Layout.
Teachers were given written instructions on how to
use these packages and were then left on their own
with their Macs.

The uses of visualization in the classroom seem
endless: to view and analyze complicated mathe-
matical functions; to study scientific phenomena
in physics, chemistry, and biology; to display and
explore fractals; to examine satellite-generated weather
maps and space probe images. But visualization need
not be limited to science classes; it can be used in art
and design classes as well, thereby allowing students
with little or no science background to reap its
rewards.

Not only is visualization a useful classroom tool, it
is also becoming easily affordable. With color
workstations and personal computers continuing to

Bill Linder-Scholer greeted teachers at a dinner sponsored I
Research. (Photo by Roger Anderson.)

drop in price, public domain visualization software,
and images available from anonymous FTP sites on
the Internet, visualization can become an important
part of K-12 education.

Low-cost, robust connections to the Internet

Pat Burns of Colorado State University gave teachers
a brief introduction to the Internet and general
networking concepts. Users on the Internet can send
e-mail, read news, and access a wealth of remote
information easily. Because the Internet is both within
the community and international, it encourages
multiculturalism, Burns said. For example, in one
project U.S. students exchanged e-mail with German
students, which offered a unique opportunity to
practice foreign language skills. The Internet can also
give students exposure to leading-edge science and
mathematics issues of national importance, such as
seeing stratospheric ozone data firsthand.

Burns described how schools can subscribe to the
Internet and gave several alternatives for setting up
links. Burns recommended that school districts
purchase hardware that allows direct connection to the
Internet. The cost can be amortized over several
schools and offers the highest quality service.

Burns also demonstrated some new information-
gathering facilities that have become available on the

Internet in the past year or so. The
Wide Area Information Server
(WAIS) makes many databases
maintained by universities,
government agencies, and
companies accessible via the
Internet. Users can search through
these databases to find and retrieve
information at no cost.

Another new research tool is called
Archie, which is an archive of the
names of files available via
anonymous FTP on Internet
computers. Users can log in as
"anonymous" (no password is
necessary) to get these publicly
available files. The teachers gained

)y Cray
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hands-on experience doing
information searches across the
Internet using WAIS and Archie.

Preparing for the future

Supercomputing '92 devoted
several other sessions to education
and supercomputing, which the
teachers were invited to attend, f
including presentations on the use
of curriculum materials and tips
for obtaining funding for
computational science in the
schools.

High school students from
J. Oliver Johnson High School
(Huntsville, Alabama), Bob Jones Robs Muir (ClarHigh School (Madison, Alabama), (NCSA), and Ed
and Claremont High School Alabama) get aci
(Claremont, California) gave Anderson.)
demonstrations and poster
sessions on their use of supercomputers for projects
ranging from computer-simulated radio frequency wire
meshes, depth perception with binocular vision, and
verification and extension of topological knot tables.
Teacher Ivan Ober of Mt. Lebanon High School (Mt.
Lebanon, Pennsylvania) gave a demonstration on the
calculated gravitation interactions of satellites and
planets.

The teachers were also treated to tours of the
Minnesota Supercomputing Center and the
Supercomputing '92 Exhibits.

emont High School, Claremont, California), Scott Lathrop
na Gentry (J. Oliver Johnson High School, Huntsville,
quainted at the dinner for teachers. (Photo by Roger

Supercomputing '93 (Portland, Oregon) and
Supercomputing '94 (Washington, D.C.) staff are
already undertaking plans to continue the teacher
training program begun at Supercomputing '92.

Juli Rew is head of the Documentation Group in the SCD
User Services Section. Don Aston is a technical writer at
the Minnesota Supercomputer Center, Inc.
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Supercomputing '92 hosts High School Day

by Margo Berg

On Wednesday, November 18, 1992, high school
students and teachers from the Minneapolis/St. Paul
metropolitan area and western Wisconsin were guests
of the Supercomputing '92 conference. Eighty-two
students and 22 teachers participated in a full day of
events arranged especially for them.

Upon arriving at the Minneapolis Convention Center,
the school groups were escorted on tours of the
Exhibit Hall. Supercomputing '92 student volunteers
as well as several members of the conference
committee served as tour guides, providing infor-
mation about the companies, products, and capabilities
on exhibit. By all reports, the enthusiastic and excited
students would have liked more than the hour and 45
minutes that was allotted in the day's schedule for the
exhibit tour.

The Supercomputing '92 Executive Committee hosted
a luncheon for the participants following the tours.
Dona Crawford, director of Scientific Computing at
Sandia National Laboratories, was the luncheon

High School Day organizer Margo Berg welcomed students
(Photo by Roger Anderson.)

speaker. She shared with the students her excitement
at being involved in the fast-paced, challenging world
of high-performance computing, suggesting to them
that it is a field with many career opportunities.

Students shared the
excitement of the fast-paced,
challenging world of high-
performance computing.

Immediately following lunch, two groups of high
school students who have been involved in compu-
tational science made presentations on their projects.

The first group comprised three senior honors physics
students from Aquinas High School in LaCrosse,
Wisconsin. Their project, "Simple Machines and
Shapes, Models, and Molds," began with the

production of a series of movies
(animations) on simple machines.
The movies were rendered using
the Cray supercomputer operated
by the National Education
Supercomputer Program at
Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory. The movies are now
being incorporated into the Shapes,
Models, and Molds workshop for
middle and high school students
and teachers. The students who
presented were Kevin Bischel, Kris
Gagermeier, and Pat Steinhoff
from Aquinas High School. Their
teachers/advisors for the project
were Peter Donndelinger from
Aquinas High School and Carolyn
Peloquin and Peggy Nehring from

to SC '92. McDonell Central High School in
Chippewa Falls, Wisconsin.
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The second group, from Claremont High School
(CHS) in Claremont, California, presented their
SuperQuest project, "Verification and Extension of
Topological Knot Tables." Currently, topologists have
compiled tables of all known prime knots through
thirteen crossings. CHS has a group of nine senior
students and faculty whose goal is to verify the work
of Thistlethwaite and Conway and extend the knot
tables to fifteen crossings. They are using the super-
computing facilities of both Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory and the National Center for
Supercomputing Applications for their work in
combinatorics. The student presenters were
Christopher Candy, Richard Flynn, and Danny Wu.
Their teachers/advisors were Robs Muir and Brian
Arnold.

The last event of the High School Day was a showing
of the Supercomputing '92 Visualization Theater.
Gray Lorig hosted the special 45-minute version of the
show, providing introductory and background
information for the audience.

The Supercomputing '92 High School Day was
sponsored by Supercomputing '92 and the Cray
Research Foundation.

Margo Berg heads MJB Consulting Office, an educational
consulting firm, and organized High School Day at
Supercomputing '92.

Dona Crawford, director of Scientific Computing at
Sandia National Laboratories, Livermore, was guest
speaker at the High School Day luncheon. (Photo by
Juli Rew.)
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A look ahead: Participation welcome at
Supercomputing '93

Supercomputing '93 will take place November 15-19,
1993, at the Oregon Convention Center in Portland,
Oregon. The sixth in a series of highly successful and
well-attended conferences, Supercomputing '93 will
bring together scientists, engineers, designers, and
managers from all areas of high-performance com-
puting and communications.

Many announcements about
new products and services
are made at this conference.

Conference participants will report on advances and
experiences, discuss needs, suggest future directions,
and exchange information, both formally and
informally. Traditionally, many announcements about
new products and services have been made at this
conference, and companies send their top technical
and business leaders to interact with attendees.

Get your Call

The Supercomputing '93 Call for Participation
contains information on many ways to become
involved in Supercomputing '93. To obtain a Call for
Participation, contact:

Ann Redelfs
SC '93 Publicity Chair
Center for Research on Parallel Computation,

Rice University
6100 S. Main St., Houston, Texas 77005
Phone: (713) 285-5181; fax: (713) 285-5136
E-mail: redelfs@rice.edu

The SC '93 Call for Participation, as well as current
conference information, is also available through
anonymous File Transfer Protocol (FTP) from
SC93-info.llnl.gov.

Papers invited on a variety of topics

Papers reporting results and experiences relating to
high-performance computing and communications are
welcome for presentation at Supercomputing '93.
Papers must be original material not previously
published. Possible topics are: applications, algo-
rithms, architecture, software, compilers, program-
ming environments, programming techniques, trends
and limitations, performance evaluation, system
integration, networking, and visualization.

The program committee is committed to assembling a
technical program of the highest quality. Each paper
will receive three peer reviews by experts, which will
then be combined into a summary review by a
program committee member. In selecting papers for
inclusion in the program, the committee will consider
originality, relevance, and clarity of the submission.
Selected contributors will be given a 30-minute slot
during the conference to present their paper.
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Table 1. Submission deadlines for Supercomputing '93

Papers:

Panel proposals:

Poster proposals:

Research exhibit proposals:

Tutorial proposals:

Workshop proposals:

F

An award will be given for the best paper with a
student as principal author. To be eligible, the paper
must be identified as a student paper in the cover
letter. The student paper award winner will be invited
to become a member of the Supercomputing '94
program committee.

Papers, panels, posters, research exhibits

The SC '93 Call for Participation has details on how
to submit papers as well as how to submit proposals
for panels, posters, and research exhibits. Submission
deadlines are in Table 1. If you have further questions
about these categories, contact Dona Crawford, SC '93
program chair (e-mail: dona@sandia.llnl.gov; phone:
510-294-2628).

April 1, 1993

April 1, 1993

August 2, 1993

June 1, 1993 (Heterogeneous Computing Challenge)
August 2, 1993 (all other research exhibits)

April 1, 1993

April 1, 1993

Tutorials and workshops

The SC '93 Call for Participation has details on how
to submit proposals for tutorials and workshops.
Submission deadlines are in Table 1. If you have
further questions about tutorials and workshops,
contact Joanne Martin, SC '93 tutorials chair
(jlmart@ kgnvmz.vnet.ibm.com; phone: 914-385-9572).
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Comparing pointers in Cray Fortran and Fortran 90

by Jeanne Adams

Editor's note: This is the eleventh and last in a series
of articles about Fortran 90 features.

Most scientific programs involve large amounts of
data that the programmer is called upon to manage. If
space is a problem, and it often is, using space
efficiently becomes important. A pointer facility
makes it possible to do this with efficiency and clarity.
Versions of Fortran at most installations running large
data codes have some form of pointers and a set of
related memory-management functions as extensions
to FORTRAN 77; the Cray pointer facility is one of
these extensions. A pointer facility is also included in
the Fortran 90 standard.

A pointer facility makes it
possible to use space
efficiently.

However, Cray pointers are not like Fortran 90
pointers. While converting from Cray pointers to
Fortran 90 pointers is possible, you will have to
modify your existing programs to conform with the
Fortran 90 standard. FORTRAN 77 did not have a
pointer facility, and Cray pointers were added as an
extension responding to user needs at the time.

Cray pointers are supported in version 5.0 of CF77,
the Cray compiling system, and will be supported in
Cray's Fortran 90 compiler (tentatively scheduled for
release in early 1994). However, Cray pointers may
not be available on new computer architectures. The
Cray Fortran 90 compiler will support both Cray and
Fortran 90 pointers. This will be possible because
there is no ambiguity in having both types of pointers
in the same compiler.

Fortran 90 pointers are not currently available in
CF77, but are available on the IBM RS/6000 cluster
and will be available on most computer architectures
in the near future. The Fortran 90 pointer facility fits
nicely into the new array features and extensions for
declaring data in the new standard.

Because Cray pointers and Fortran 90 pointers are
based on two different standards (FORTRAN 77 and
Fortran 90), the syntax and semantics are different. In
general, a Cray pointer is a new data type that does
absolute addressing and address arithmetic. A Fortran
90 pointer is a data attribute and is a descriptor
pointing to a named variable.

Cray pointers

The most common use of Cray pointers is to manage a
workspace efficiently and conveniently. A Cray
pointer is an absolute memory-addressing facility that
points to or addresses various work areas of an array,
making it possible to use another name for space in
memory. The pointer and its target, the pointee, are
declared in the following statement:

POINTER (pointer,
$ pointee [(dimensions)]) [,... ]

Examples might be:

POINTER (P1, A), (P2, B)
POINTER (PX, X(1:40))

A, B, and X(1:40) are pointees-that is, targets
pointed to by P1, P2, and PX. A pointee may be a
variable name, an array declarator, or an array name.

Example 1 demonstrates a simple memory-
management scheme for the array WORK. Simple
pointer integer arithmetic changes the starting address
of the array associated with the pointer, and therefoe,
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Example 1. A simple memory-management scheme for the array WORK

the placement of the pointee in the array WORK. Cray pointers may point to variables of different types
Example 2 (p. 30) shows output for the program in during execution. They are assigned absolute
Example 1. addresses, and while address arithmetic can be

performed, there is no way to nullify the pointer
Figure 1 (p. 31) illustrates the targets PNTEE and X in status.
the work array WORK after line 18 in Example 1.
Figure 2 shows the targets PNTEE and X after the When porting code from the Cray Y-MP8/864
assignment statement PTR = PX (line 23 in Example (shavano) to the cluster, note that the IBM RS/6000 is
1). Figure 3 shows the targets Y, PNTEE, and X after byte- and not word-oriented, so that in the program in
the assignment statement PY = PX - 5 (line 29 in Example 1, N should be 40 and not 10. If these
Example 1).
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Example 2. Output for the program in Example 1
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Figure 1

POINTERS ADDRESSES WORK SPACE IN MEMORY NAMES OF POINTEES
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

WORK (20)

1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0
2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0

PNTEE (5,2)

X (5,2)

Figure 2

WORK (20)

85872 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
85877 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

PTR, PX 85882---------> 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 PNTEE (5,2), X(5,2)
85887 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0

Figure 3

WORK (20)

85872 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
PY 85877-----------> 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 Y(5,2)

PTR, PX 85882 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 PNTEE (5,2), X(5,2)
85887 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0
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pointers are used on the IBM compiler XLF, DO loops
must be used instead of whole-array assignment.

Fortran 90 pointers

In Fortran 90, a pointer is a variable that has the
POINTER attribute. A pointer may be associated with
or aliased to various data objects (targets) during
execution, or it may be undefined or null (not aliased
to any data object). The pointer and the target
attributes must be declared in the specification part of
the program in order for data to be used in this way.
The pointer and its target must be of the same type;
the pointer must have the POINTER attribute, and the
target data must have the TARGET attribute.

A Cray pointer is a data type;
a Fortran 90 pointer is a
data attribute.

For example:

REAL, TARGET : : POINTEE

REAL, POINTER : : PTR

PTR => POINTEE

The pointer PTR points to the target POINTEE. This
is done with the pointer-assignment statement and the
new pointer-assignment operator =>. The target may
be a scalar, an array, or an array section.

A new statement, the ALLOCATE statement, creates
space for variables with the POINTER attribute or for
arrays with the ALLOCATABLE attribute. Space may
be subsequently deallocated. For example:

REAL, POINTER : : P1 ( : )
ALLOCATE (P1(100))

DEALLOCATE (Pl)

NEWS

A pointer variable may be nullified-that is, cleared
so that it does not point to anything. A NULLIFY
statement removes the association of a pointer and a
target. The pointer may then point to a different target
later in the program. For example:

PTR => POINTEE

NULLIFY (PTR)
- , °

PTR => A

An important additional use of Fortran 90 pointers will
be in processing linked lists.

Differences between Cray and
Fortran 90 pointers

An informal report, "Fortran 90 Pointers vs. Cray
Pointers" (Jeanne Martin, Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory, UCRL-ID 108534), provides
additional insight into the differences between Cray
and Fortran 90 pointers. The following discussion is
taken from that report, with permission of the author.

Cray pointers and Fortran 90 pointers differ in the
following ways:

There are two names associated with a Cray pointer:
the name of the pointer and the name used to refer to
the pointer target. There is only one name associated
with a Fortran 90 pointer. The interpretation of this
name is determined by context; that is, certain
statements can refer only to pointers, while others can
refer only to target objects.

Cray pointers are memory locations. The pointer is
treated as an integer, and the type of the target can
change during execution. Fortran 90 pointers, on the
other hand, are descriptors containing both type and
rank information. They point to specific kinds of data
objects; that is, Fortran 90 pointers are "strongly
typed." For example, if a given pointer is declared to
point to a two-dimensional real array, it can never
point to any other kind of data object. It may point to

.ii ii.................................................... .. i.....ii....................ii ii.ii.ii.ii.ii.
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several different arrays, and the dimensions may vary;
but it can never point to a scalar integer object, for
instance.

A pointer is an attribute in Fortran 90. This attribute
may be given to any data object, including an object
of user-defined type. In some implementations of Cray
pointers, it is not possible to point to objects of type
CHARACTER. An implementer (that is, a writer of a
Fortran 90 compiler) might find it equally difficult to
extend Cray pointers to point to some of the new
Fortran 90 data objects of user-defined type or
nondefault kind. An implementer who added Cray
pointers to a standard Fortran 90 compiler would have
to decide whether to make the pointers pervasive
throughout the language or to provide them only to aid
code migration (that is, applying only to FORTRAN
77 features).

Cray pointers can be assigned absolute addresses;
Fortran 90 pointers cannot.

A Fortran 90 pointer can be set to point to no object
by a NULLIFY statement. There is no language-
provided way to nullify a Cray pointer.

A compiler may assume that a Cray pointer target has
no storage in common with another variable. This
provides optimization at the expense of possibly
unreliable code. A Fortran 90 compiler assumes that
pointers and objects with the TARGET attribute may
overlap. This provides reliable code at the expense of
some optimizations.

Note

Differences between the two types of pointers can
cause significant problems when porting code from
Cray pointers to Fortran 90 pointers; however, a
discussion of these problems is beyond the scope of
this article. If you have questions about your code,
contact the SCD consultant on duty by sending e-mail
to consultl@ncar.ucar.edu or calling (303) 497-1278.
For a more detailed discussion of Fortran 90 pointers,
see Programmer's Guide to Fortran 90 or Fortran 90
Handbook (citations below).

Jeanne Adams is a member of SCD's Computational
Support Section. She coauthored Programmer's Guide to
Fortran 90 (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1990)
and Fortran 90 Handbook (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1992.)
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Behind the scenes with High Performance Fortran:
Some history

by Jeanne Adams

Editor's note: This is the first article in a series on
the development of new language extensions for high-
performance Fortran on parallel machines. Future
articles will examine the extensions to Fortran 90
and the subset of Fortran 90 features in the first
draft of the High Performance Fortran Language
Specification.

Special considerations arise when programming
parallel and massively parallel computer systems. If
the system involves distributed memory across a
number of processors, the distribution of data should
enhance or improve program performance. When
processors each have their own memory (that is, in
the case of distributed memory), a program accessing
local memory for data is more efficient than access-
ing nonlocal memory. If, on the other hand, the
system involves shared memory across a number of
processors, using parallel constructs in the language
makes processing more efficient.

The latest version of
High Performance Fortran
was distributed at
Supercomputing '92.

A number of efforts have attempted to address these
considerations with extensions to the Fortran language.
At least three efforts are currently under way; while
many ideas from other sources have contributed to the
evolution of proposals from these three groups, this
article discusses only the following three:

* The High Performance Fortran Forum

* The Parallel Computing Forum and the Parallel
Extensions for Programming Languages Committee
(X3H5)

* The Fortran Standards Committee (X3J3)

The High Performance Fortran Forum

In the late 1980s, research projects were designed to
study data placement on parallel machines. At the
Supercomputing '91 conference in Albuquerque,
Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) presented high-
performance Fortran to generate a general discussion
of data distribution problems. It was at this conference
that it was decided to pursue the development of
extensions in Fortran for parallel machines, and the
High Performance Fortran Forum (HPFF) was
planned.

HPFF began its work at Rice University under the
auspices of the Center for Research on Parallel
Computation, a National Science Foundation Science
and Technology Center. The work of HPFF involves
explicit data parallelism, that is, distributed mapping.

HPFF held its first meeting in Houston January 27-28,
1992. At this organizational meeting, attended by 135
persons interested in data parallelism, papers on
current research were presented and evaluated. DEC,
Cray Research, Thinking Machines Corporation, and
Convex made a number of presentations. Rice and
Syracuse University staff presented Fortran D, and
staff from the University of Vienna presented Vienna
Fortran. (Fortran D and Vienna Fortran are two
other research proposals to solve the problems of
distributed-memory processing systems.)
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HPFF's goal was to develop a Fortran-based language
(subsequently named the High Performance Fortran
Language Specification) to control the distribution of
data onto -distributed-memory parallel computers.
Participants at the meeting discussed alternatives on
how to approach this problem. Their intention was to
propose an informal standard by December 1992.

With a goal of one year to produce a document,
project leaders concluded that more than 135 mem-
bers comprised too large a group for a well-planned
proposal with specific time constraints. They encour-
aged participants to sign up as HPFF members for the
next year only if they were financially committed and
would attend all meetings. During the past year, 45
active participants have attended meetings, 50%
of whom are hardware vendors. A much larger
participation takes place via e-mail: at least 500
persons receive e-mail on High Performance Fortran.
Comments are encouraged.

Version 0.4 of High Performance Fortran was
distributed at Supercomputing '92 in Minneapolis.
This version is very nearly complete, except for the
processing of comments received from attendees at the
December 1992 HPFF meeting and Supercomputing
'92.

Ways to participate in High Performance Fortran
review. If you would like to participate in the
evaluation of High Performance Fortran, the following
options are available by supplying the appropriate
information at your e-mail prompts.

To receive HPFF e-mail:

To: hpff-request@cs.rice.edu
Subject: Add me to HPFF list

To get the current High Performance Fortran draft,
version 4.0:

To: softlib@cs.rice.edu
Subject: send hpf-v04.ps

or

NEWS

Subject: send hpf-v04.tar.Z

To make comments:

To: hpff-comments@cs.rice.edu
Subject: Chapter n--specific topic

A Fortran 90 revision release
is planned for 1995 or
1996.

To get a hard copy of the current High Performance
Fortran draft, send $50 to:

Theresa Chatman
CITI/CRPC PO Box 1892
Rice University
Houston, Texas 77251

High Performance Fortran in Europe. A European
working group on High Performance Fortran meets
occasionally. At their fall 1992 meeting in Brussels
they discussed whether or not High Performance
Fortran was a reasonable thing to support, and
concluded it was. They also concluded European
proposals should not be separate, but should be
contributions to the current High Performance Fortran
activity.

In a subsequent article, I will summarize the High
Performance Fortran extensions.

The Parallel Computing Forum and X3H5

There are currently two Fortran standards in the
United States. The first is FORTRAN 77, which has
been declared an archival standard by the parent
organization (X3) of the Fortran Standards Committee
(X3J3). The second is Fortran 90, which is the exact
copy of the International Standards Institute (ISO)
standard and was recently formally standardized by
the American National Standards Institute (ANSI).
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The Parallel Computing Forum (PCF) was a group of
users, vendors, and computing centers that proposed a
draft of language specification extensions for shared-
memory processors. The work of testing the ideas
developed by the PCF was undertaken by the Parallel
Extensions for Program Languages Committee, or
X3H5. X3H5 is an ANSI formal standardization
committee working on the development of explicit

process parallelism with shared memory. (Explicit
process parallelism with shared memory is when
multiple processing units all share the same memory.)

After review by X3J3 (which coordinates and
officially reviews recommendations), X3H5 submitted
a draft binding of PCF constructs to FORTRAN 77.
This draft was rejected by an X3 management
committee because of the archival nature of
FORTRAN 77. However, a separate request to begin
the binding of PCF constructs to Fortran 90 was
approved. This approval allows X3H5 to develop
Fortran syntax for a binding to Fortran 90 and gives
X3H5 permission to develop a PCF ANSI-standard
extension to Fortran 90.

It is my understanding that X3H5 is currently working
on three projects: the Fortran 90 binding, a binding of
PCF extensions to C, and a language-independent
model of parallel extensions. None of these projects
has a draft as yet.

X3H5 is working on the
development of explicit
process parallelism with
shared memory.

Potentially, there may be some controversy between
what is recommended by the HPFF and the PCF,
although there are serious efforts to sort this all out. In
many ways, the two approaches do not conflict.

NEWS

Fortran Standards Committee (X3J3)

Meanwhile, the Fortran Standards Committee X3J3 is
working on a revision to Fortran 90 that will
incorporate corrections and editing to improve the text
of the standard. This revision may also include a few
extensions needed by HPFF and X3H5, depending on
the development of these efforts. The revision release
is planned for 1995 or 1996. The next major revision
thereafter is planned for the year 2000, when X3J3
will examine parallelism requirements and the need
for object-oriented programming.

Both HPFF and X3H5 send material to X3J3 for
consideration; X3J3 reviews this material and returns
comments. X3J3 has featured members of HPFF and
X3H5 as guest speakers at recent meetings.

The HPFF draft supports the full Fortran 90 standard
with an initial subset in their first recommendation.
The features chosen for this subset will be discussed
in a future article.

Jeanne Adams was chair of the ANSI committee that

developed Fortran 90, and is a past chair of the Inter-
national Programming Languages Committee of the ISO.
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JUMP in: Avoid memory bank conflicts when using GPFA

by Dick Valent

In the November 1991 issue of SCD Computing News,
we warned Generalized Prime Factor Algorithm
(GPFA) users of slower performance when using
transform lengths that are a pure power of two: for
example, 16, 32, and so forth. The author of the
GPFA routines, Clive Temperton, kindly pointed out
that the observed slowdown was caused by the values
of vector strides used in the tests, not by the transform
lengths. These vector stride values caused memory
contention. Clive also showed how to avoid this
slowdown by using stride values, via the JUMP
argument to routine GPFA, that are known to avoid
memory bank conflicts.

The key to understanding this is that GPFA's
vectorization is achieved over the number of subarrays
(vectors) to be transformed, and that in this context,
JUMP is the vector stride. Viewed in this way, the
hints for memory optimization (Cray System
Documentation CF77 Compiling System, Volume 3:
Vectorization Guide, SG-3073 5.0, Section 3.4.1,
pages 29-30) apply directly to the use of GPFA. The
simple rule given in this documentation is that an odd
stride guarantees that successive memory accesses are
made to different banks. (There is a more complicated
rule that shows that certain even strides also avoid
memory bank conflicts, but that rule will not be
presented here.)

For example, transforming rows in a two-dimensional
array A(LOT,N) will avoid memory bank conflicts,
where LOT is the number of vectors of length N to be
transformed. In this case, JUMP= 1. As another
example, if you have a one-dimensional array, where
the subarrays are strung end to end, you can insert a
"dummy" word in the input array after each vector
when N is even, and specify JUMP=N+1 in your call
to routine GPFA. The size of the one-dimensional
array in this case is LOT*(N+1).

An odd JUMP value can
improve GPFA execution by a
factor of three or four.

Timing tests show that using an odd JUMP value can
improve GPFA execution on the CRAY Y-MP8/864
(shavano) by a factor somewhere between three and
four. Theoretically, the improvement could be as much
as fivefold.

Please direct questions and concerns to Dick Valent
(valent@ ncar.ucar.edu).

Dick Valent is head of the Math Libraries Support Group
within the SCD User Services Section.
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Large model subqueues
expanded

To improve job turnaround in the large model
queue, its subqueues were expanded from three to
six on January 11.

The latest information on all queues and
subqueues is maintained in two places online.
To access the information on shavano, type
hints queues. To access the information via
anonymous File Transfer Protocol (FTP), get the
file Idocs/otherlop.schedule from the computer
named ftp.ucar.edu. Instructions for getting files
via anonymous FTP are at the end of the
Documentation department in this issue.

MSCP upgrade will speed
MSS turnaround

In late December, the Mass Store Control
Processor (MSCP) was upgraded from an IBM
3090 model 110J to a model 150J. The upgrade
provides enhanced CPU memory and channel
capacity for the Mass Storage System (MSS), as
well as a 75% faster CPU. The upgrade, funded
largely by the Model Evaluation Consortium for
Climate Assessment (MECCA), will speed MSS
turnaround.

I NETWORKING AND DATA
COMMUNICATIONS NEWS

New default file-transfer format
for MIGS: Transparent

On January 11, the default format was changed for
MASnet/Internet Gateway Server (MIGS) file
transfers to and from the Mass Storage System
(MSS).

The default file-transfer format (the value of the
df parameter) is now tr, or transparent; tr causes a
file to be transferred bit-for-bit, exactly as it is.
The default formerly was ch, or character; ch
causes a file to be converted to or from COS-
blocked character format.

The ch default was established when Cray
supercomputers at NCAR ran under the COS
operating system and the Mainframe and Server
Network (MASnet) software was first developed.
Today, most MIGS users no longer need to store
files in COS-blocked format; converting and
unconverting these files every time is, therefore,
a waste of computing resources.

Users who have a specific reason for wanting to
store files in COS-blocked character format can
still do so by specifying df=ch as an 1 (local)
parameter on the nrnet command line. For
example:

nrnet msput local file I df=ch r \
flnm=remote file

The default MSS file transfer format was changed
from ch to tr in the Internet Remote Job Entry
(IRJE) system some time ago, but is new for
MIGS users.
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SCD wants your correct
e-mail address!

Have you recently moved from one computer to
another? If so, did you update your e-mail address
in the SCD user-alias database? Some users are
neglecting to do this: a recent e-mail message
meant for all users bounced in 35 cases.

E-mail is an important method of telling you about
changes in the NCAR computing environment.
You could end up wasting General Accounting
Units (GAUs) on a run that fails because you
could not be notified of a hardware or software
change.

If you move from one computer to another, be
sure to update your e-mail address. To do so, use
E-mail Query/Change (EQC) software; for details,
see "Use EQC to change your SCD e-mail
address" in the December 1992 SCD Computing
News. For additional information on e-mail at
NCAR, see the UserDoc, "Using the NCAR
E-mail System"; document ordering information
is on the back cover of this newsletter.

Multi-image page formats
now available for NCGM and
PostScript processing on TAGS

Multi-image formats and NCGMs

Several multi-image page formats have been added
to Text and Graphics System (TAGS) processing
of NCAR Computer Graphics Metafiles (NCGMs)
on the Xerox 4050 laser printers. These formats
can be accessed using the mode parameter in your
TAGS command.

For portrait orientation, two per page, specify:

macr=4050 mode=por2

For portrait orientation, four per page, specify:

macr=4050 mode=por4

For landscape orientation, two per page, specify:

macr=4050 mode=lan2

Please note these are probably not the only
parameters you would want to specify in your
TAGS command. See the appropriate TAGS
UserDoc for a complete list of parameters.
(Document ordering information is on the back
cover of this newsletter.)

Multi-image formats and PostScript

Multi-image page formats have also been extended
to PostScript files. The mode parameter allows
three multi-image formats: por2 and lan2 (portrait
or landscape orientation, two per page) and por4
(portrait orientation, four per page).

Use the mode parameter as follows:

sendtg file.ps req=ps macr=4050 mode=por2

Increase your TAGS throughput

Because of hardware limitations, you must limit
the NCGM and PostScript files you send to TAGS
to 150 physical pages. You can get around this
limitation by imaging more than one image per
page using the two- and four-per-page formats
currently available. For example, you can plot 300
images using the por2 or lan2 mode and 600
images by using the por4 mode.

While the new multi-image formats should help,
SCD continues to work on additional ways to
increase system throughput.
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If you have any questions about these enhance-
ments, please contact the consultant on duty by
sending e-mail to consultl @ncar.ucar.edu or
calling (303) 497-1278.

TRAINING NEWS

Take a UNIX Basics Class

The SCD UNIX Basics Class will be held from
09:00-15:00 Mountain Time in the Director's
Conference Room at the NCAR Mesa Lab on the
following dates:

March 10-11
April 14-15
May 12-13

(Wednesday-Thursday)
(Wednesday-Thursday)
(Wednesday-Thursday)

February 24, Wednesday
(Foothills Lab, FL2 Room 1001)

April 28, Wednesday
(Mesa Lab, Damon Room)

The class introduces UNIX/UNICOS programming
tools and the NCAR computing environment, and
requires a good understanding of basic UNIX.
Topics covered include make and makefiles, shell
scripts, NCAR hardware and access methods,
Mass Storage System commands, CFT77 and
CF77, library and segldr considerations, fmgen,
the NQS (Network Queueing System) batch
system, job accounting, graphics facilities, and
debugging with cdbx.

Please register in advance by sending e-mail to
scdinfo@ncar.ucar.edu or calling the SCD course-
enrollment line at (303) 497-1225.

This free, two-day class introduces you to the
basics of UNIX. Topics covered include essential
UNIX commands; UNIX file permissions; I/O
redirection, pipes, and filters; job processing; the
vi editor; UNIX e-mail; and basic C shell features
such as history, aliasing, simple scripts, and shell
files.

UNIX Basics is a popular hands-on class and
often has a waiting list. To increase your chances
of getting into the class you want, register early.
To register, send e-mail to scdinfo@ncar.ucar.edu
or call the SCD course-enrollment line at (303)
497-1225. (Note: This class or equivalent
knowledge of UNIX is a prerequisite for the
UNICOS Orientation Class.)

Sign up for UNICOS Orientation

The UNICOS Orientation Class will be held from
08:30-16:30 Mountain Time at NCAR on the
following dates:

SCD consultant Peter Morreale discusses shell
scripts in the UNICOS Orientation class.
(Photo by Bob Bumpas.)
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This department lists recently released SCD
documents, which you can order by phone or
electronic mail. Instructions for obtaining printed
copies of SCD documents appear under "SCD
Documentation Orders" on the back cover of this
newsletter. Instructions for obtaining copies of
online documents appear at the end of this
department.

New large model subqueues
included in charging document

The updated "Charges for SCD Computing
Resources," Version 7.3, January 1993 (22 pages)
includes the new large model subqueues. This
document provides the formulas to compute
General Accounting Unit (GAU) charges for
using the computing resources in SCD. The
document contains the charging formulas for
the CRAY Y-MP8/864 (shavano), the Mass
Storage System (MSS), the Text and Graphics
System (TAGS), and Xerox laser printer output.
Detailed information about the job queues and
subqueues on shavano is also included. This
document is also available online via anonymous
FTP from ftp.ucar.edu. It is in the file
docs/other/charges.gau.

How to access the SCD
Daily Bulletin

The Daily Bulletin is an online daily status report
of all SCD computing systems. It is the most
current source of news about computing at NCAR,
giving information about hardware, software,
documentation, communication links, and
scheduled and unscheduled computer downtime.

The Daily Bulletin is prepared weekdays by the
SCD Consulting Office between 08:45 and 09:00
Mountain Time and again, if necessary, at 16:00.

Interactive access

If you log into the CRAY Y-MP8/864 (shavano),
the front-end computer (meeker), or one of the
NCAR divisional computers, type:

dailyb

IRJE access

If you use the Internet Remote Job Entry System
(IRJE), use File Transfer Protocol (FTP) to access
the computer named windom.ucar.edu. Once you
have logged into your account, type:

get .dailyb filename

where flename is the name you assign to the file

on your computer.

MIGS access

If you use the MASnet/Internet Gateway Server

(MIGS) from your local computer, type:

nrnet dailyb flename

where filename is the name of the local file into
which the Daily Bulletin will be returned.

FTP access

The Daily Bulletin is now also available via
anonymous FTP in the top-level directory with the
filename dailyb. For directions on how to obtain
SCD documentation via anonymous FTP, see
"Obtain SCD documentation via anonymous FTP,"
below.

If you have questions, please contact the SCD
consultant on duty by sending e-mail to
consultl @ncar.ucar.edu or calling (303) 497-1278.
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Obtain SCD documentation via
anonymous FTP

A growing number of SCD documents is avail-
able via anonymous File Transfer Protocol (FTP)
from the computer named ftp.ucar.edu. The
User Documentation Catalog, which includes
descriptions of UNICOS documentation, and the
yearly indexes of SCD Computing News are also
available online. The complete list of online
documents is in the README file in the does
subdirectory.

To obtain copies of online documents, follow the
steps below.

1. From your local computer connected to the
Internet, type:

ftp ftp.ucar.edu

or

ftp 128.117.64.4

2. When prompted for a login name, type:

anonymous

Note: If your local computer is a Digital
Equipment VAX running VMS, you may need
to type:

"anonymous"

3. Enter your login ID at the password prompt
and wait for the ftp> prompt.

If you're examining does for the first time,
you may obtain a README file with a list of
the documentation categories (subdirectories)
currently available by typing:

cd does
get README
quit

You can read the README file using your
own system tools.

If you already know the subdirectory you
want, you can use the dir (or Is) command
within directories to list the contents.

4. To transfer a file to your present working
directory on your local computer, change
directories to the desired subdirectory of does
and use the get command. For example:

cd cray
get filename

where filename is the name of the file you
want to transfer.

Caution: If your local computer already has a
file with a name identical to the one you want
to transfer, your existing file will be replaced
with the new file. To give a file a new name
on your local computer, type:

get filename newfilename

5. To terminate the anonymous FTP session,
type:

quit
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Conventions :used in tis::newsletter

Bold.represents command namesopions, filenames, pathnames
or n hritem that must: be typed as shown.

Bold itali cs represent: variables where you providethe.substitution

fi le n a m e ) :::::::::.............. ........... . .. 
.:-1li(suchasfllenane). Intext, italics are used to highlight .terminology

.i

:being defined

Courier is used for Fortran programs, shell scripts, and screen

Te \(acksash)ollowed.by .pressingREURNwhen you are
entering: a::commrandallowslyou to continue the: command on the

:::::::next ln. .. I .n :.. UN IX, .a \:escap.es (ignores) the next character.

Ar
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Afternoon shadows lengthen in the foothills as a deer explores the NCAR mesa. (Photo by Carlye Calvin.)
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Trademarks: CRAY, SSD, CRAY Y-MP, and UNICOS are registered trademarks of Cray
Research, Inc. * CFT, CFT77, COS, SEGLDR, Autotasking, and CRAY X-MP are trademarks of
Cray Research, Inc. * IBM and RISC System/6000 are registered trademarks of International
Business Machines Corp. * AIX is a trademark of International Business Machines Corp. * DEC,
VAX, VMS, and DECstation are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corp. * EXABYTE is a
registered trademark of Exabyte Corp. * Macintosh is a trademark of Macintosh Laboratories, Inc.
* X Window System is a trademark of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology * PostScript is a
registered trademark of Adobe. Systems, Inc. * UNIX is a registered trademark of UNIX System
Laboratories, Inc. * Sun Workstation is a registered trademark of Sun Microsystems, Inc. * Sun,
SunOS, Sun-3, Sun-4, SPARC, and SPARCstation are trademarks of Sun Microsystems, Inc. *
ANSI is a trademark of American National Standards Institute, Inc. * Motif is a trademark of
Open Software Foundation * FORTRAN-lint is a registered trademark of IPT Corp. ' Connection
Machine is a registered trademark of Thinking Machines Corp. * CM-2 and CM-5 are trademarks
of Thinking Machines Corp. * Auspex and NS 5000 are trademarks of Auspex Systems, Inc. '
Copyrights: NCAR Graphics is copyrighted software of the University Corporation for Atmo-
spheric Research. Note: Reference to a company or product name does not imply approval or
recommendation of that company or product to the exclusion of others.

Change of address form

Q- Add to mailing list D Delete from mailing list ] Change existing entry

Name:

New address:

User number Phone number

Send to: User Information, Scientific Computing Division, NCAR, P.O. Box 3000,
Boulder, CO 80307-3000. Or include the above information in e-mail addressed to
sylvia@ncar.ucar.edu on the Internet.



SCD SERVICES DIRECTORY

Phone
Contact (303) E-mail

General Information
SCD Consulting Office Consultant on Duty 497-1278 consultl
SCD Visitor/User Information 497-1225 scdinfo
SCD Course Enrollment 497-1225 scdinfo
Graphics Software Purchase Information 497-1201 scdinfo
Research Data Archive Access Data Support 497-1219 datahelp
Project & User Number Assignment Rosemary Mitchell 497-1235 rosemary
Computing Resource Applications JoAn Knudson 497-1207 knudson
SCD Computing News Editor Lynda Lester 497-1285 lester
NCAR Switchboard 497-1000

Networking Information
Data Communications/Networking Information Consultant on Duty 497-1278 consultl
Network Trouble Reports (24 hour) Operations Supervisor 497-1200 opns
NCAR/UCAR Network Work Requests Belinda Housewright 497-1310 scdmg

Operations Information
Computer Operations Bob Niffenegger 497-1240 niff
Machine Room Operations Supervisor 497-1200 opns
Graphics Operations Andy Robertson 497-1241/42 andy
Tape Librarian Sue Jensen 497-1245 sue
Output Mailing Mary Buck 497-1232 docorder

Documentation
SCD Documentation Information 497-1225 scdinfo
SCD Documentation Orders Mary Buck 497-1232 docorder

Sending Electronic Mail to NCAR Staff: Use the addresses in the e-mail column above and the appropriate
network information below to send e-mail to SCD staff:

* Internet address: name@ncar.ucar.edu (IP node 128.117.64.4)
* B1TNET users: Use the BITNET address name@ncario. Please consult your system administrator for the

exact syntax.
* SPAN address: NSFGW::"name@ncar.ucar.edu" (DECNET node 33.599 or 34391)
* Telemail/OMNET address: name@ncar.ucar.edu (for the Internet address)

For further information on e-mail, please see the UserDoc "Using the NCAR E-mail System."
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